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Content Analyser
Quickly and accurately analyse your
business content to uncover growth
opportunities with our AI-powered software

Before you start migrating your business content to a new target system, it’s important to take
stock of your current system landscape. Not just it’s data size but what type of content it is and
whether in fact, it all needs to be moved. Ultimately to save time and money before you even start
your migration.
Content Analyser is built around proven data analytics best practice to deliver powerful and
interactive Power BI reports that help you quickly drill-down into your organisations content.
Developing a deeper understanding of the content within your existing system helps to build the
business case for migration and fast track design of your new target system.

Features and benefits
In-depth discovery & analysis

Pre-migration checks

In-depth discovery and analysis of your
source system with Power BI reports.

Pre-migration checks to identify and
mitigate potential issues.

Content structure review

Gap identification

Review metadata, taxonomy, structure and
security permissions.

Identify metadata, taxonomy and security
permission gaps.

Detailed analytics

Item and version auditing

Versatile, rules-based engine for detailed
content analytics.

Reduce risk through comprehensive itemlevel and version-level audits.

Advanced content classification

Supported systems

If you are committed to cleaning up your data
and improving business wide productivity then
take a look at our Content ClassiFile add-on.
With Content ClassiFile take advantage of
intelligent document classification and filing
features including:
•

Ensure documents and scanned images
are automatically classified based on
your business rules.

•

Enable relevant document search.

•

Efficient content governance – including
the application of retention policies.

Additional benefits
Intelligent classification
Quickly and accurately categorise large
volumes of business documentation by
harnessing the power of AI and deep
learning. Saving time and resources.

Automated fact extraction
Automate advanced metadata extraction
thanks to inbuilt OCR functionality.
Preserve business-critical information and
make documents full-text searchable.

Smart filing
Mitigate the risk of human error with
automatic document filing. Content
ClassiFile updates documents in real-time
and applies relevant security permissions.

Retention and protection
Due to regulatory requirements, some
business documents need to be retained
for a certain duration of time. Which can be
a challenge, especially when working with
large volumes of differing documentation,
such as financial, medical, legal, or
personnel information. ClassiFile will
automatically determine which retention
policy needs to be applied to a document
based on the metadata and properties
extracted through automated fact
extraction and a rule-based approach.

Make analysing and classifying your
content faster, easier and error-free
with Proventeq’s Content Analyser.
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